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“Untitled” (A small distance)!
oil on wood, cement, sand, coral, rope, 
shells;painting and frame; 70 cm x 60 cm x 30 cm; 
2013  

“Untitled” (Which holidays)  
Oil on canvas, natural resin, minerals, fabrics, prints on 
cotton; 70 cm X 60 cm x 20 cm;!
2013!

A series of paintings with frames, suspended between paintings and sculptures.!







“Untitled” !
(Portrait of the son of two of my paintings)!
oil on canvas, board plywood, bi-component epoxy resin, 
synthetic glass, spray color;!
55 cm x 45 cm;!
2012!

"Untitled" (Portrait of the son of two of my paintings) 
is what would happen if two of my paintings had a son. 
This work consists of three substantial parts: an oil 
painting canvas mounted on wood, a frame in resin epoxy 
dual-component green and two sintetic glasses painted 
with color-spray,  interchangeable.!





A series of eleven sculptures of soil and sugar, a small flock, one for each song of Chadal. Chadal is a group of 
Sardinian-Senegalese musicisans born following an international cooperation project conceived by Cherimus, an 
Association that pursues the aim of integrate the territory and contemporary art. !
Chadal creates a short circuit between fun and fruitful Sardinian culture and the Senegalese. From his music i do 
these sculture. This work talk about the difficulty of who remain in letting go away who is no more here. 

“Untitled” (one of flock)!
sugar and soil sculpture;!
20 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm approx each;!
2012!





“Untitled” (meteorite) !
Digital print on pvc backlight; 240 cm x 150 cm; 2010!



A series of eight hideous anthropomorphic sculptures and deformed: anthropo-forms.  
During the exhibition “I sette arcobaleni", the sculptures have been installed outside the tunnel Careof, adjacent to 
some building work going on. After several days of rain, the space used for the renovations in progress has 
incorporated the sculptures that disappeared inside.!

“Untitled” (antropoform sculptures)  
Mixed technique; variable dimensions; 2009!





Curatorial project!



Iron, sand, shells, rubber, tar, oil paintings, sugar, resin, clothes, rust, plants, dust, sea sponges, wood, salt, 
coral, concrete, wax, fossils, ropes , fruits, works, almost works, fragments of works; 2013  

Chunga-Wacra is a project done in collaboration with T-Yong Chung and Jonathan Vivacqua.!
Chunga-Wacra, is primarily a show within a show:!
Objects, works and fragments labor, materials, elements, residues, are settled in space, creating a dialogue motion 
controller. The intent was to break the distance that separates what is the work by what it is not, the contents of 
the container, to deny the cliché, questioning and devote themselves to each other with great generosity...!
The choice was determined by the ability of the individual to live with other things, between knowing glances and 
indifference. There were not rules, and that’s why it’s so difficult to write the captions. !

“CHUNGA-WACRA” project !



“CHUNGA-WAKRA2”!
150 cm x 200 cm x 90 cm; 2010/2013 !
Jonathan Vivacqua: print on plexiglass; T-Yong Chung: Carrara marble;  Michele Gabriele: pedistal of sand and 
sweaters;  

To hold a large photographic print on plexiglass by Jonathan Vivacqua, I presented a pedestal with the features of 
"The Thing", from Marvel comic book character, the strongest creature in the world.!



”Fingerprints”!
100 cm x 50 cm x 100 cm; 2008/2013!
T-Y. Chung (fragment of a sculpture made of concrete and iron), J.Vivacqua (fragment of plaster cast), !
Michele Gabriele (gel and shells) 

With two elements, the shells and the gel, I tried to combine two fragments of works by other artists, building a new  
and different narration.!



“Oui-scik” 210 cm x 150 cm x 70 cm; 2008/2013!
T-Yong Chung: sculpture of concrete and wood; Michael Gabriel: fabrics, incense, flowers and lighter, Jonathan 
Vivacqua: tar, plaster and salt;!

In this installation I totally distorted the works of other artists, creating a small, ironic meditation place in the 
exhibition space. With some moves, and adding incense, fabrics and flowers, I turned the sculpture of t-yong in a 
memorial for the home, and a sculpture by jonathan in a flower vase.!



Statement!



My work has a growth that consider rhizomatic.  
I am interested in a kind of "timelessness" and a look from far away: the concept of distance fascinates me.  
I often think about the space that separates the work from the viewer.  
I am interested in how objects look like their owners and vice versa.  
I focus on the materials, I think the portraits in art history, and the nature and complexity.  
sometimes I find I make much effort to make sure that my works depart from me, from my gesture, in my time and I feel 
more "a discoverer" that "a creator".  
I want my works exceed obliquely  the concepts of time by belonging to the time in general. 
 !



Biography & Curriculum !



SOLO  EXIBITIONS!

2011 “Untitled”, Carrara, GumStudio (with Samuele Belloni); !
2011 “Ka hi ki”, Michele Gabriele, Milan, Lucie Fontaine,;!

GROUP EXIBITION!

2013 “Upokeimenon/CHUNGAWAKRA”, DCNext, Nuovo Spazio di Casso, 
Casso;!
2013 “Sulcis Oddity. 5 anni di Cherimus”, Fondazione Macc, 
Contemporary art Museum, Calasetta;!
2013 “La bibliotteca fantastica” edited by Emiliana Sabiu, Man 
Museum, Nuoro;!

2012 “Le associazioni libere”, Dena Foundation for Contemporary 
Art,  La maison rouge, Paris;!
2012 “Miart2012”, Milano, International art fair;!
2012 “In other words” ,The Black Market of Translation, NGBK and 
Kunstraum Kreuzberg / Bethanien, Berlin;!

2011 “Run3”, Milan, Room Gallery;!
2011 “Artissima 2011”, Artissima Lido, Torin, Quadrilatero 
Romano;!

2010 “Hoookuurch 1/2/3”, Milan, Room Gallery;!
2010 “Quando si parte”, Milan, Assab One;!
2010 "Residenziale", Milan, Motel Lucie;!

2008 "I sette arcobaleni", Milan, Careof;!

OTHER PROJECTS!

2013 Workshop at Fondazione Spinola Banna 
per l’arte, visiting   professor Rirkrit 
Tiravanija, Poirino, Torin;!

2013 Publication on SansSouci Magazine, 
Italy/France;!

2013 Pubblication on Flashart online, 
“Reverberation” edited by Marco 
Tagliafierro;!

2013 Effetto Venturi, Giuseppe Gabellone 
Workshop, by Peep-Hole, Museo del 
Novecento, Milan;!

2012 Conference "Hyperbolic lands" by Marco 
Tagliafierro, Carlo Zauli Museum, Faenza;!

Upcoming!

2014 “PROTOCOMBO”, Contemporary Art Museum, 
Lissone;  !

Michele Gabriele was born in Fondi (LT) in 1983. Graduate  in Academy of Fine Arts of Brera is a visual artist who 
lives and works in Milan.  
Since 2008 is part of Cherimus, a collective of artists and contemporary art association that serves as a tool for 
reflection and social cohesion and a model of territorial development linked to the realization of projects of 
contemporary art.!

 http://michelegabriele.tumblr.com!
http://www.cherimus.net/!

E-Mail: gabriele.michele@gmail.com!


